Our two week long tour of France took place in the
July school holidays of 2006. It was the first ever
international academic school tour in the history
of PBHS and one can safely say that it was a great
success! The French scholars, all from forms 3 and 5,
arrived at Johannesburg International Airport looking
smart in their black school touring shirts donated by
the parents who had raised funds to send the boys on
tour. The easily identifiable boys gathered together
in an atmosphere of great excitement and enthusiasm
and prepared for their departure.
The long flight (over ten hours) was followed by
an equally long wait at Charles de Gaulle Airport
in Paris for a connecting flight to Nice and Antibes.
However, the long hours spent travelling did not
seem to dampen our spirits, as we now had a chance to
try out our French skills in the many shops available.
Many of us soon realised that we still had a lot to
learn about French and could only admire the rapid
and graceful manner in which a true Frenchman
speaks his language.

On landing in Antibes, we were soon introduced
to our host families with whom we would be staying
while attending an international French language
school for the next week. All were genuine French
families which gave us an opportunity to experience
French culture at its best. The city of Antibes, situated
on the south coast of France next to the sea, is truly
beautiful. One merely has to walk down one of the
old paved alleys in the main town and listen to the
sounds of music and conversation coming from the
many cafés and restaurants, to appreciate the beauty
of the town. Antibes is a well-established peaceful city
and it is easy to fall in love with the old-fashioned,
elegant architecture of the buildings. Having the
opportunity to stay in the heart of Antibes with a
local French family was an enormous privilege.
A typical day in Antibes consisted of going to the
French school in the morning from eight to twelve
o’clock followed by an excursion in the afternoon.
The classes were made up of scholars from all around
the world. This did mean that there were girls in
the classes and for once it actually seemed as if the
boys were keen to go to school. The pupils were from
America, Sweden, Denmark, Latvia, Germany, Italy
and Belgium but it must be said that the Swedish girls
were definite favourites.

Dominic Skelton and a
mime artist on the streets
of Cannes.
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Jeremy Pitman, Innes Barnardt and Jean Smeets enjoying
the delights of a mixed school education at the language
school in Antibes.

Innes Barnardt in front of the awe inspiring Sacré Coeur in
Montmartre, Paris.

‘Oh la la!’ the senior boys brave the delights of Paris by night.

The magnificent view of the luxurious yachts in the port of Monaco.
The Pretorian
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The excursions enabled us to see much of the south
coast of France. On our first excursion to Cannes we
visited the ancient neighbourhood of ‘Le Suquet’,
climbing many stairs and taking short breaks along the
way to both admire the panoramic view over the bay
of Cannes and to give the teachers a chance to catch
their breath. We eventually arrived at the ‘Musee de la
Castre’, a museum in the former Castle of Cannes filled
with a large variety of artefacts from ancient French
history. Our next excursion was to the hilltop village of
‘Gourdon’ and the Fragonard Perfumery. Here many
gifts were bought for mothers, grandmothers and
girlfriends. Our third excursion was to Marine Land,
the highlight of which was watching four giant killer
whales perform in a massive aquatic tank! Finally, we
visited Monaco, the home of the rich and famous. One
of the most prominent things there perhaps, apart
from all the oversized houses which covered the hills
sloping down to the sea, were the policemen, traffic
cops, guards and soldiers. The traditional guards at
the Grimaldi Palace wore stunning white and black
uniforms and remained outside the palace door the
entire day. The traffic cops fascinated us. I recall seeing
one traffic cop handing out more than four different
fines to separate motorists at one robot in the space
of less than ten minutes! In Monaco we also saw the
Cathedral where Prince Rainier and Princess Grace
are buried.

The French boys at the entrance to ‘Castel Arabel’ in Cannes.

The road around the town of Antibes
with views of the beaches and the sea.
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All the cathedrals we saw in France were absolutely
beautiful. The ancient architecture, characterised by
excessive decoration and detail of angels, demons and
gargoyles on the walls and ceilings, was something
awe inspiring. The stained glass windows were
beautiful. Our excursion ended with a trip to Monte
Carlo, the venue for the annual Grand Prix. The most
fascinating part of Monte Carlo was, however, the
busy port filled with luxury yachts.
Our stay in Antibes seemed to come and go by so
quickly and before we knew it, it was time to join
Mr Illsley and the History boys in Paris. Our time
in Antibes will not be forgotten in a hurry and apart
from the main attractions it was the small things that
would stay with us the longest. These things included
watching a World Cup football match in the town
with the locals and seeing them celebrating in the
streets as France advanced to the finals; something
strange for a South African – getting a plate of mussels
(still fresh in the shell) for lunch at the International
French School; swimming in the sea late at night,
round about half past nine, with the sun still shining
brightly; even finding Chuck Norris’ hand print in
the city of Cannes. Whatever memories each of us
brought back from the tour one thing was certain
– these memories would be with us forever!
Devon Mackenzie

Mesdames Gioia and Scholtz at
the perfume factory.

The French boys getting into the spirit of
things on the eve of the World Cup final.
‘Allez les Bleus!’

The boys taking great care to select the right
perfumes at the perfume factory in Grasse.

The French celebrate their
victory over Portugal in the
streets of Antibes, getting
into the World Cup final.

Lucas van Niekerk has his portrait
sketched in the streets of Rouen while
Dominic Skelton, Jean Smeets and
Jeremy Pitman look on.

In June of this year 24 boys joined Mr Illsley,
Mrs Ward and Mr Loots on a history tour to four
countries in Europe. This and the French tour were
the first ever cultural tours overseas. Outlined here
are some of the highlights of that venture.
We flew with Air France to Paris where we caught
a connection to London. On arrival in London we
met our tour chaperone, Peter Voice and were soon
on our way into the city. Driving into London we
saw a number of famous landmarks including the
river Thames, the ‘London Eye’ and the houses of
parliament.
After booking into our youth hostel we caught the
first of many tube trains on the London underground.
The first stop on the tour was at the Imperial War
Museum where we had a few hours to visit the
various sections of this fascinating museum with its
many exhibits on twentieth century warfare.
In the afternoon we went across the city to the
Cabinet War Rooms, buried deep underground. From
here Winston Churchill and the Allied commanders
ran much of the allied war effort in World War Two.
Later we walked across St James park to Buckingham
Palace, the traditional London home of the monarch.
In the evening some of the boys joined a walking
tour through inner London starting at parliament
square with a look at the statue of South African
Prime Minister Jan Smuts and then proceeding up
Whitehall to Trafalgar Square, Leicester Square and
Piccadilly Circus. The first of many buying frenzies
at souvenir shops then ensued!
On the second day we began with a walk across
Tower Bridge and later even got to see the bridge
raised for some boats. The Tower of London was
first on the itinerary after we had paused to study
the London skyline and the activity on the river. The
Tower had plenty of interest including the traditional
guards, the ‘Beefeaters’ and the crown jewels.
Next we visited the World War Two battle cruiser
HMS Belfast. Below deck we got to understand a
little about life aboard this ship during the war. Some
of the boys got to try out one of the hammocks and
anti-flash clothing.
In the afternoon we braved the London Dungeon,
a waxworks dealing with grisly chapters from history
including medieval tortures, the Great Fire of London
and Jack the Ripper.We used the evening to go to
Greenwich where all the parks were already locked,
but we did manage to see the tea clipper ship, the
Cutty Sark.
The next day we travelled south to Portsmouth and
our visit to the coastal city began with a visit to the
D-Day museum, part of which houses the Overlord
Embroidery that tells the story of the Normandy
landings. The main attraction of the day was Lord
Nelson’s flagship HMS Victory which fought at

Trafalgar in 1805. We visited all parts of the ship as
well as the Trafalgar exhibition and the Royal Navy
museum.
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First stop on tour: The Imperial War Museum in London.

The group enjoying a view of the Tower of London from Tower Bridge.

On the forward gun deck of HMS Belfast in London.
The Pretorian
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Walking through original World War One
trenches at Sanctuary Wood outside Ypres.
New insights into history: The battlefield at Waterloo.
Dylan Patterson and Devon Hendey
with a massive shell, one of millions
fired at the battle of Verdun.

Admiring a Gothic masterpiece: Rheims Cathedral.

A brief stop outside the Old Bill Pub in Ypres, Belgium.
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Our last morning in England was spent at Dover
Castle, one of the oldest and most complete fortresses
in England. Although we were unable to visit the
World War Two tunnels in the chalk cliffs, we saw
the medieval tunnels and the king’s chambers. After
boarding a cross-channel ferry we bade farewell to
the white cliffs of Dover and sailed from Dover to
Calais in France.
The next day started with a visit to the forest of
Compienge where in a railway carriage, Germany
surrendered at the end of the First World War and
where Hitler made France sign her surrender twenty
years later. The rest of the day was spent in Rheims
where we visited the beautiful gothic cathedral with
its vaulted ceiling and rose windows. In Rheims we
also saw the school building where General Eisehower
had his headquarters and where the German army in
western Europe surrendered in 1945.
The following day was spent entirely in the town
and area of Verdun. We began by visiting one of the
19th century fortresses whose tunnels were so cold
that we had to hire blankets to do the tour. Some
looked like real Basothos! Verdun was the scene of
the bloodiest battle in World War One and we visited
one of the two main forts, Fort Douaumont. Although
the outside of the forts at Verdun were eroded by
thousands of shells making them shapeless masses
of concrete, the underground passages and barracks
mostly survived intact. It is a cold and eerie place.
Also on the preserved battlefield of Verdun we
visited the main memorial, the oussery,
which has fifteen thousand French graves on the
slopes below the building and below the floors are
stored the bones of 130 000 French and German
soldiers.
The next day we went to one of the only forts of the
Maginot Line to see action when Hitlers blitzkrieg
smashed into France in 1940. One hundred French
soldiers died here trying to defend the area. The
more enthusiastic boys ventured down five stories
underground to see just how extensive these fort
complexes were.
The rest of the day was devoted to the Battle of
the Bulge and we began by entering Belgium and

visiting the town of Bastogne, including the main
American memorial. We then visited two excellent
museums on the Battle of the Bulge, one outside
Bastogne and the other in Luxembourg.
Returning to Belgium we stayed overnight in
Brussels and the next day we stopped briefly at the
Atomium, a building constructed in the 1950s for a
world fair before going on to visit a huge museum
complex that included a military museum, aviation
museum and car museum.
After this we had some time for exploring the
old inner city and catching up on some shopping:
Belgian chocolates and world cup soccer shirts were
the most popular items.
The famous battlefield of Waterloo was visited in
the afternoon. It was a stiff climb to the top of the
Lions Mound to view the fields where Napoleon was
defeated. A short walk into the wheat fields allowed
us to understand how the Duke of Wellington
had concealed his soldiers using the folds in the
landscape.
Staying in Belgium we went next to the town of
Ypres once famous for its cloth trade. The Cloth Hall
had to be completely rebuilt after World War One.
The Flanders Fields museum is devoted to the three
battles of Ypres. We stopped at the Old Bill pub but
only experienced this watering hole (named after
the cartoon character) from the outside.
Near Ypres we visited some of the original World
War One trenches at Sanctuary Wood. Apart from
the trench lines which snake their way through a
wood now restored to its original lush state, the boys
were made to look at the 3D slides which convey the
real horror of this conflict.
In Tyne Cot cemetery we listened to some war
poetry amid the headstones. This included John
Mc Rae’s poem, ‘In Flanders Fields’. It was a moving
experience. Before leaving Flanders we stopped at
the Brooding Soldier memorial in the area where the
first poison gas attack of World War One took place.

Mr Illsley providing a guided tour through the South African
memorial museum at Delville Wood.
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Le Tommy Café, no lunch for the hungry ‘troops’, but they are still
smiling: Michael Toweel, Kyall and Dylan Patterson.

A trench reconstruction in the backyard of the Tommy Café.

At the Canadian memorial near Beaumont Hamel in the Somme.
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We travelled to the Somme region of France next
and laid a wreath, as representatives of the school
and the country, at the South African memorial in
Delville Wood, which was a small part of the 1916
battle of the Somme. This was two weeks before the
90th Anniversary service. Inside the South African
museum the boys were given us a guided tour of
the impressive memorial to our country’s role in two
world wars.
We were supposed to have lunch at the Le Tommy
café, but couldn’t because the health inspectors had
closed down the kitchen! We did have a look at
the owner’s museum, created in his back yard. The
trenches were slightly overgrown and needed a bit of
weeding, but were still impressive as a private venture.
The town of Albert has many reminders of the battle of
the Somme, including this mural of what the basillica
looked like during the war. An underground museum
in the town gives one a good idea of what it must have
been like in the trenches of both sides.
At the Thiepval memorial we paid tribute to the
thousands who died on the Somme, including three
old boys of Boys High. Final stop in the Somme was
at Beaumont-Hamel, a preserved battlefield owned
by Canada. It even has its own flock of sheep to keep
the grass mowed! A Caribou is the centrepiece of the
Canadian memorial.
The last World War One site visited was Vimy
Ridge which has trenches preserved in a very artificial
manner with concrete sand bags. Unfortunately the
huge Canadian memorial on the crest of the ridge
was closed for extensive renovations.

In Paris we linked up with the French tour and it
became a combined tour. We did all the main touristy
things, including the Arc de Triomph and Champs
Elysees, Montmartre and the Sacre Cour, and the
Eiffel Tower (by day and by night), Notre Dame
cathedral, Saint Chappel and the Louvre gallery.
One of the most interesting historical sites was the
Concergerie where the prisoners were kept during
the French Revolution.
The cells where the condemned people, including
Marie Antionette were kept and the courtyard from
which they left for the guillotine are all preserved.
Napoleon’s very elaborate tomb in the church next
to the Invalides was also visited.
Paris during the final match of the World Cup
soccer was an interesting place to be. There were lots
of police on duty in case France did win the match. It
was not wise to be seen wearing the colours of Italy,
as evidenced by one of our party who did just that
and was almost assaulted by over-zealous French
supporters!
Leaving Paris we travelled to Versailles, the largest
palace in Europe. We only managed to see a few of the
hundreds of rooms and a small part of the hundreds
of acres of garden, but it gave a good idea of how the
French royal family used to live.

The Concergerie, a medieval site made infamous by the ‘Reign of
Terror’ during the French Revolution.

One of the views of the Eiffel Tower. The groups returned here at night again.
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Some of the History tourists in Paris.
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On Omaha beach, scene of heavy American losses on D-Day, June 1944.

Karl Zoller tries out of one of the German gun positions
at the Utah beach musuem.

In the city of Rouen we went to a museum devoted
to the life and death of Joan of Arc who was burnt at
the stake near this spot. Rouen also has a beautiful
cathedral and plenty of half-timbered houses. In
the evening we watched a son et lumier show in
front of the cathedral which transformed the Gothic
structure according to the patterns and paintings
projected onto its facade.
We travelled to Normandy mainly to visit the DDay beaches. Pegasus Bridge, which was the first
place captured the night before the landings was also
our first stop. Overlooking Arromanches we were
able to see the remains of the ‘Mulberry’ harbours
that were towed to this coastal town for use by the
Allies. There were five landing beaches used on 6
June 1944 to land troops in Normandy. One of the
two beaches we visited was Omaha beach where the
Americans suffered the heaviest casualties. German
bunkers and the American cemetery are stark
reminders of what happened here.
We also visited one of the heavy gun batteries
that had to be knocked out on D-Day. Further up the
coast we visited another landing beach, code named
Utah. This has a museum built into the sand dunes.
Last stop in D-Day country was at St Mere
Eglise where many paratroopers landed. A dummy
parachutist is displayed hanging from the church
belfry as this happened to one man on D-Day. Before
leaving Normandy we visited the ancient monastery
of Mont St Michel, a world heritage site soon to be
restored as a true island.
Our last night on tour was spent in the city of St
Malo, a very peaceful place on the coast of Brittany.
On the way back to Paris we stopped briefly in
Chartres to visit the cathedral which has the most
famous stained glass windows of any church.

An ancient school in the city of Rouen.

That evening we flew back to South Africa at the
end of a tiring but fascinating eighteen days. It is
hoped that the seeds of some greater appreciation of
history were indeed sown by this tour, even among
those boys who displayed very limited interest on
tour.
On behalf of all the boys on the tour, I would
like to my colleague Mrs Ward for all that she did
to assist with the administrative aspects of the tour
and for her unstinting support during the sometimes
gruelling itinerary.
Sincere thanks to the following parents for all that
they did to make aspects of the tour sponsorship
possible. Debbie and Marshall Patterson for running
the wine sales; Jenny Anderson for the organization
of a Barnyard evening; Derek Oldnall the sponsorship
of day packs and money belts for the tour and Dave
Brand for the donation of fleece jackets that were
specially embroidered for the tour. Finally, our thanks
to Jenny Peddle who worked tirelessly to ensure that
we had the itinerary that we asked for and that the
tour ran very smoothly.
John Illsley, Head of Department: History
The Pretorian
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A small group of Boys High representatives were
invited to represent South Africa at a conference on
globalisation in Taiwan last year. Lesedi Nake, Broc
Rademan, Mrs Sparrow and I formed this group of
lucky individuals.
Our journey started on Saturday 2 December
last year when we made our way to Johannesburg
International Airport. We boarded our Cathay Pacific
airlines. Little did we know that for eight days most
of our time would go into speaking and trying to
understand broken English and that Lesedi would
be the only black guy for thousands of kilometres.
We flew for eleven hours to Hong Kong where we
immediately had to catch our next one hour flight
to Taipei, the capital city of Taiwan. Once there, we
were greeted by miserable weather and exceedingly
ecstatic Taiwanese people, whose first request was
to take pictures with the giants from South Africa.
After stopping at the foreign exchange counter
where the assistant could only speak Mandarin, we
were allocated to our host parents and started our
journey to the smaller city of Changhua, where the
conference would be held.
From here on out our meals got more and more
interesting than on the plane. I had the privilege of
starting my first meal on Taiwan ground with a little
bit of squirrel stir-dry – compliments of my host
family’s relatives. Luckily my host mom was very
friendly and sensitive to the South African seeminglysensitive eating habits. Despite the less glamorous
lifestyles of most Taiwanese people, my hosts’ house
was very normal and both Broc and Lesedi seemed
to have similar luck. Unfortunately for Mrs Sparrow,
she hit the jackpot and ended up on the Taiwanese
version of a farm i.e. a few crops growing around the
house giving a whole new concept to the meaning of
‘having the whole family under one roof.’

Lourens Terblanche, Lesdi nake and Broc Rademan with girl
from Changhua Senior High School at the conference.
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The next morning we made our way to Changhua
Senior High School. Here we were accompanied
by what seemed to be a royal guard of Taiwanese
students, armed with walky-talkies, who emptied
lifts and cleared the way for us wherever we went. We
met the teams from America, England, New Zealand,
India and Canada before we were escorted around
the school, visiting several offices and witnessing
one of their very militaristic assemblies. We watch
in awe as three thousand pupils filled their athletics
field after an orchestral introduction. After this we
attended a short ceremony in the auditorium. We
were placed on stage with all our sponsors and every
teacher from the respective teams had an opportunity
to do an unprepared, unannounced thanks in front
of the entire audience. A disorientated Mrs Sparrow
was first and we witnessed some skilful, high-speed
Afrikaans-to-English translating taking place.
The actual conference was held after this in their
library with their most skilled English teacher hosting
the event. Two countries were seated at the head table
at a time and after being introduced by a Taiwanese
student, the group began their presentations. The
presentations were very successful and after each
one the floor was opened to the rest of the conference
members for some skilled discussion. Our team
was placed in the spotlight a number of times when
confronted with head-on questions about the past
of South Africa and how we are dealing with it and
questions which revealed the world’s ignorance
about the AIDS situation in South Africa. I can
however proudly report that we answered all the
questions honestly and expressed our concern about
our country rather than denying the problems. The
South African team made a very good impression on
the other countries and we were the favourite team
amongst most of the Taiwanese students.

Classroom activities. Lourens Terblanche got an overwhelming welcome
from the girls of the music department.

After the conference we were entertained by the
different cultural groups by means of a concert held in
the auditorium. It was a lot of fun and very interesting
until each team was given a chance to treat the entire
audience to something cultural from their country.
India, being the only country that was prepared for
this, performed a brilliant set of dances accompanied
by traditional music. The rest of the teams did some
form of a dodgy school war cry with their teachers, but
we, excluding Mrs Sparrow, settled for a questionable
version of Nkosi Sikelele, to great applause from the
audience.
This embarrassing event concluded our second day
in Taiwan and, exhausted, we returned to our host
families.
Lourens Terblanche
Tuesday was the second day of the conference and
some Taiwanese press attended the conference to
report on the situation. We answered any and all
questions they had for us and filled them in on what
had been happening. This was followed by a general
discussion in which everybody was involved with
ideas, opinions and questions being shared. This was
probably the most successful part of the conference,
since everyone was put on the same page and we all
arrived at similar conclusions.
After lunch we were taken by our hosts to their
different classrooms to meet their teachers and
friends. We were greeted by strange accents, strange
looks and enough peace signs to make you think
they actually won the war against China. After a day
of weird games, dishing out autographs, endless
photos with Taiwanese students, some gifts from the
pupils and some more autographs we were treated
to supper at one of the best restaurants in Changhua.
After about five courses of what the called seafood

Mrs Sparrow, Lesedi Nake, Lourens Terblanche and Broc Rademan
anxiously waiting for Team South Africa to present their papers.

and other intimidating dishes, we received more
conference sponsored goodies and them made our
way home.
Wednesday was the day for sightseeing around
Changhua city and we all travelled on a bus to visit
tourist attractions starting with the biggest Buddha
in the country. One of the New Zealanders accepted
a challenge to take on a concrete lion ‘guarding’ the
Buddha. After that we visited a literary museum,
which was, of course, extremely exciting. But naturally
it could not beat the excitement of visiting one of the
biggest material and Velcro production companies in
the world.
The glass factory we visited next was actually quite
amazing and displayed exactly what a Chinaman,
who works eighteen hours a day, is capable of.
Having seen as much as possible by then we decided
to explore the tiny back street alleys of Changhua.
Fatigue finally caught up with us and we headed back
to our host families who treated us warmly for our last
night. Unfortunately for Lourens, he was not allowed
much rest as his host’s friends decided to pay them a
visit and request some more photos. Luckily for him
Lesedi came to his rescue
We left early on Thursday morning for Taipei by
bus and left the majority of our entourage behind.
Surprisingly, they shed a few tears as we parted.
Presumably we had made more a lasting impression
than we realised. But when you think about it; for
our Asian friends who had never left he city in their
whole life, this was the departure of their international
friends with whom they had had endless amounts of
fun …
Once in Taipei, our first stop was at the International
headquarters of ASUZ, the computer company,
where we learnt, among other interesting facts, that
their laptops were practically indestructible. The real
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Team South Africa (left) and Team New Zealand (right) with Taiwanese
boys in the middle. South Africa is busy with their presentation.
The Pretorian
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attraction came in the afternoon when we visited the
Taipei 101 – the tallest building in the world, which
incidently has 101 floors, as Mrs Sparrow finally
realised when we left the site. After this amazing view
over the city, we were treated to a buffet supper at a
5-star restaurant where the menu included anything
from eel and penguin to some good old skaap-tjops.
After we had all eaten like kings, we basically rolled
out of the restaurant and checked into our youth
hostel for the night.
Broc Rademan
Another day awaited us. We were exhausted but we
still went out to have some fun. On Friday, we set
out to Martyrs Shrine where we were welcomed by a
group of Taiwanese guards. We watched them as they
marched and led us through the shrine. The Shrine
was built to honour the great Taiwanese heroes who
gave up their lives fighting for their country.
Our next destination was the National Palace
Museum, where we were introduced to the general
history of the Chinese Cultural Artefacts, the beauty
of the classical Taiwanese furniture and Taiwan’s prehistoric culture and the culture of their indigenous
people.

Saturday came far too soon and our last sightseeing
tour was to the Taipei Memorial Square. What a
spectacular place!
There are a lot of things that we learned from this
conference.
Firstly, we have learned that we can actually
manage to write a 2 500 word presentation, prepare
the presentation and also study for exams at the
same time. Secondly, Taiwanese people are the most
remarkable people a person could ever meet. What
was really amazing about them was their work ethic.
Lastly, globalisation is indeed a controversial
topic but in the end we came to the realisation that
human beings just want peace, to be loved, to have
a friendship with other people around them and to
have a good family that loves and cares about them.
Lesedi Nake.
We would like to thank Mr Schroder and Mr Illsley
for giving us this wonderful opportunity as well as
the organisers of the conference, the headmaster of
Changhua Senior High School, Mr Shing-Ching Lu,
the families that hosted us and Mrs Sparrow who
accompanied us.

The team from South Africa in front of one of the biggest
Buddhas in the world in Changhua City.

The Chiang Kai Shek Memorial in Taipei.
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Military precision in front of the National Palace
Museum in Taipei.

Lesedi Nake in front of Building 101,
the tallest building in the world.

Lourens Terblanche, Lesedi Nake and Broc Rademan
at the airport in Taipei. They are truly tired after the
excitement of the conference.

Building 101 in Taipei.

Every year the Technology Olympiad sets a challenge
to high school teams of two to three members to
build a mechanical device that performs a certain
function within strict rules and restrictions. Previous
challenges have included a pole-climbing machine
and machine that should be able to transfer water
from one container to another. Last year’s challenge,
in which we competed, was to build a self-powered
train out of wire, tin cans and 12 elastic bands. An
unloaded locomotive and detachable trailer had to fit
within an A3 box, weigh no more than 500 g and had
to cost less than R100 to manufacture. Among other
restrictions, no electric devices or chemical reactions
were to be used as power sources, leaving only the
rubber bands for propulsion. The machines competed
in two categories: A. Speed: the locomotive had to
complete a track of 8m in as short a time as possible,
and B. Power: together with the trailer the train had
to transport as many full soft drink cans as possible
over 4 m. First prize was a tour of British Engineering
Facilities, Autodesk designing software valued at
R30 000 and 1st year’s engineering bursaries at almost
any of South Africa’s universities.
Our team from Pretoria Boys High consisted of
Simon Duim, Alex Wang and Willie Viljoen. Miss
Fairall kindly agreed to liaise with the organisers of
the competition on our behalf.

The winning train.

The train with the max load of 46 full cold drink cans.

The provincial round was held at Wits University
on the 19th of August. After our train was evaluated by
the judges, we proceeded to demonstrate our machine.
We achieved a time of 2.4 sec. on the speed track and
we managed to transport 24 cans. There were a large
number of entries and it was very interesting to see
how the contestants have come up with a great variety
of different concepts to present at the provincial round.
After all of the entries have been tested, our team was
placed second in Gauteng and together with 14 other
teams from all over the country invited to participate
in the national competition held at Hilton College in
Kwazulu Natal. We had a bit more than one month to
improve our machine by changing the wheel design so
that the machine could carry even heavier loads. We
computer-designed sheet metal segments and were
able to have it laser-cut at the National Laser Center.
We also rebuilt the entire frame to be lighter and
stronger. We therefore took an entirely new machine to
the final round competition. During practice sessions
we improved our cargo record to 36 cans.
In addition to demonstrating the machine at the
national round, our team also had to hand in a detailed
report concerning the machine’s design, have an
interview with one of the judges as well as completing
a surprise workshop, all of which contributed towards
a final mark. In this round our machine achieved
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Willie Viljoen, Alex Wang and Simon Duim.

The winning team with the sponsors.
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a somewhat disappointing time of 2.8 seconds but
managed to carry no less than 42 cans. Just before our
final attempt, one of the machine’s wheels stripped itself
clean off its axle. Fortunately we managed to finish the
distance before running out of time. Although we did
not achieve the fastest time of all the competitors, our 42
cans was by far the heaviest cargo any team was able to
transport. Afterwards we were given the opportunity
to present our train and to explain the development of
our design. In the evening it was announced that our
team from Pretoria Boys High were the winners of the
2006 Olympiad.
In addition to accompanying us to Hilton College,
Miss Fairall gave up a week of her holiday to go with
us on our trip to England. We landed at Heathrow
airport on Sunday the 3rd of December. We had
the whole day to explore London and an Old Boy
living in London, Michael Green, was kind enough
to show us around all the magnificent monuments
and historical buildings that London is famous for.
Later in the afternoon, we traveled to Derby, where
we were to spend the next few days. The following
day we visited Rolls Royce’s aero engine facilities
in Derby. Throughout the day we were shown how
engine parts are manufactured and how engines are
assembled, serviced and tested. The most interesting
part of all was to observe how the manufacturing
equipment used for engine parts are designed.
Rolls Royce Trent engines power about 45% of newgeneration wide-bodied airliners
across the globe.
The next morning we were taken
to the French-Canadian company
Bombardier’s train manufacturing
plant in Derby. Here trams
and trains are assembled and
refurbished. Bombardier is one
of the largest manufacturers of
trains and trams in England. The
The Rolls Royce jet engine.
company is also involved in the
South African Gautrain project.

The new tram system in the UK.
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That afternoon we went Nottingham to admire the
efficiency of its tram systems and how the fleet of
fifteen trams is kept on track.
On Wednesday the 6th, our team traveled to Hull
on the northern coast of England, to visit a company
known as FeONIC (some of its employees call it ‘Ironic’,
after the chemical symbol for Iron, which is Fe). This
company invented and developed a technology they
call the ‘Sound Bug’ or ‘Whispering Window’. It is a
device that, when stuck onto a hard, rigid surface like
a window effectively turns that whole surface into a
loudspeaker by inducing suitable vibrations.
That evening we returned to London to experience
the night-life of England’s biggest city. Thursday
morning we were shown around the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers’ headquarters. This organization
aims at promoting mechanical engineering in the UK
and they organise projects similar to the one we took
part in. Later that day our team went for a ‘flight’ on
the London Eye, from where we could see all the now
familiar landmarks like the Houses of Parliament,
Cleopatra’s Needle, Westminster Abbey, Buckingham
Palace, Trafalgar Square and St Paul’s Cathedral.
During a brief visit at the London Science Museum
we saw how science and technology have progressed
throughout history. We could easily have spent a week
in the Museum alone, but unfortunately we only had
a few hours.
On our last day we were taken on a tour of the
Aldgate Union Site, where an old building was being
upgraded by an insurance company that has recently
taken over. It is quite impressive to see how a 500 ton
crane lifts huge frameworks of steel to the top floors.
In the afternoon we boarded our plane and flew back
to South Africa. As a team we are proud to have
represented our school and indeed our country while
overseas. The tour was truly an amazing experience and
we gained valuable insight into modern engineering
and technology.
Willie Viljoen

The touring party at airport. Alex Wang, Miss Fairall, Willie Viljoen, Simon Duim.

The only way to sum up this year’s Geography
tour is ABSOLUTELY AMAZING! The places were
amazing, the people were amazing and most of all
we had an amazing teacher to keep us entertained
(and to keep us under control.)
The journey began early one Wednesday morning
just after the start of the first term. The long and
mostly sleep-filled trip down to the Drakensberg
was shockingly interrupted by the appearance of
Mr Traffic in the middle of the road. No one knew
why Foxy turned the colour of the trailer that we
were towing, but it was soon discovered that his
Code 10 licence had expired and that we were
illegally transporting ourselves all over the country!
However, the sly fox politely replied that he knew
nothing about it, and luckily, we were all set for our
eventful road trip once again. Foxy, we’ll never let
you live that one down!
Our first piece of valuable education came at the
Drakensberg Power Station, where we learned that
Stewi was deaf in one ear. It was soon found that
good old Stew had trouble hearing us shouting at
him from no more than 2 metres away. This very
quickly became the subject of many a good laugh, by
tricking his senses and making him think we were
shouting when really we were only whispering!
Stewi, we love you my boy! We also learned that the
station is used both to supply water to the Highveld
and as a hydro electric scheme.
Out first night was more of a continuation of
the first day, making for a severe lack of sleep
(and also disturbing the happy campers at
the Drakensville Campsite!) But this did
not stop anyone from experiencing
the beautiful scenery right from
the early start the next morning.
It was vitally important to
stay awake during the
trip through Warden,
to avoid missing
it
altogether.
Perhaps this
would be a
good place
to do one’s
driver’s licence
exam with only one
road and about thirty
refreshment stations!
Foxy, the extreme rally
driver, armed with a 4 × 4 taxi
and a trailer, then took us up the
most dodgy mountain pass on our
way to the start of the Mont-aux-Sources
hike. Many of us are still suffering minor
concussion as the result of all the bumps. Of

course, you can’t expect to take a group of schoolboys
on a challenging expedition (on a cold foggy day),
without there being those unenthusiastic, lethargic
boys who lag behind. However, it was soon found
that being lazy undoubtedly has some unfortunate
consequences …
When we came to the last leg of the hike, the
conditions were very grim and this did not seem
ideal for us, because we had to climb a 20 m high
chain ladder up a vertical cliff face to reach the
Tugela Falls (which we couldn’t see because of the
fog). However, Nick Haynes decided that he had
had enough of the altitude and his fear of heights
caused him to remain behind. Upon our return we
found Nick as pale as a Pommy in Poland, as well
as extremely out of breath. It turned out that he had
fallen asleep on a rock and had nearly been attacked
by a troop of angry baboons. If that wasn’t enough,
five cloaked men on horseback had appeared out of
the mist and shouted at him and chased him down
the mountain.
After our tiring hike back down the mountain (the
slackers were then in front, keen to get back), we
passed through the quiet little Free State dorpie of
Clarens. This town boasts a magnificent landscape
of pretty, autumn coloured trees with a backdrop of
impressive mountains, which really is a humbling
sight – no wonder it is an artist’s paradise. We
spent the next two nights in a beautiful campsite in
Fouriesburg, just outside Clarens.
From Fouriesburg we set off on the greatest
adventure South Africa has to offer –
Lesotho – a mass of beautiful, rolling,
green hills and millions of goats. The
people there are very friendly
and the ‘vibe’ in the villages is
very exciting and bustling
for a poor area. But the
most beautiful thing
about Lesotho is
its hidden lakes
and mystic
rivers. The
Katse Dam
is awesome,
but also magnificent with its 180 m
high dam wall (the
inside of which we were
able to walk through).
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On the Berg.
L–R: Alistair Bassett; Ian Smith; Michael Widdicombe;
Stanford Acres.
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After a tough day of driving along narrow and
winding roads, we were all extremely tired, with the
exception of Hamish who emptied the contents of
his stomach on to the nearest lap! When we finally
reached the border, we had another close shave
with the authorities, this time for smuggling some
of Lesotho’s finest (straw hats) into South Africa.
However, our spirits were not dampened that
night as we took Foxy out for his birthday. We went
to Clarens, took the town by storm and had a really
good time celebrating a special moment with a
special teacher.
The trip back was long and tiresome. Our valiant
effort to make it go more quickly ‘rowing’ in unison
in the air outside, were in vain, even though nobody
really wanted to get back after such an awesome
tour. New friends were made and new knowledge
gained, even if it wasn’t all about Geography.
Richard Pearce
Beneath the Katse Dam wall.
Back row L–R: Richard Pearce; Andre du Plessis; Alistair Bassett;
Ian Stewart; Chase Anderson; Nicholas Haynes; Michael Widdicombe;
Stanford Acres.
Front row L–R: Kyle Patterson; Colin Meyer; Ian Smith; John Evans.

At the Katse Dam visitor’s centre with the Katse Dam in the background.
L–R: Andre du Plessis, Nicholas Haynes; John Evans; Michael Widdicombe; Kyle Patterson; Colin Meyer; Richard Pearce; Chase Anderso;
Alistair Bassett; Ian Smith; Ian Stewart; Stanford Acres.
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Over 1 000 kilometres, 60 plus bronze Voortrekker
wagons, 10 hyperactive boys, three mountains to
climb, two slightly exasperated History teachers and
one new street legal combi and the 2006 History tour
to Natal battlefield sites had begun.
We left school on Thursday and travelled to
Standerton where our first stop was at a concentration
camp gravesite. The dilapidated condition of the
graves and the modest memorial could in no way do
justice to the terrible suffering that was endured by
many in similar camps set up around the country.
Just after that we stopped at a bridge built during
the rule of Kruger to have a bite and the boys played
a bit of football. A closer inspection of the bridge
gave Matthew Wright the opportunity to re-enact
another memorable historical event aboard the
Titanic (if only in the eyes of Hollywood). The tour
then continued and just before lunch we climbed
the first of three hills (mountains they seemed like).
Amajuba ended the First Anglo-Boer war when the
British, who occupied the high ground, suffered a
humiliating defeat at the hands of the Boers. The
boys on the other hand unencumbered by kilograms
of kit and taking the slightly easier route suffered
no casualties. The trip down was far easier and was
finished off with lunch. A quick stop at O’Neills
cottage, which saw the end of this conflict, was a
damming indictment of just how important historical
sites are neglected. Just an empty shell it could have
been any other decaying farm house. The last part of
that day saw us stop off at Fort Durnford which was
in a far better condition and gave a better insight
into aspects of both the Anglo-Boer Wars. Mountain
two was up to Fort Mistake. Again the old adage
that history repeats itself was proven as again the
boys failed to listen to instructions to not just walk
straight up to the top but go via the back. In spite
of this they made it to the top and the sunset gave
some spectacular views. The last part of day one saw
us trying to find the farmhouse where we would be
staying, really first class accommodation where we
even indulged in using the fireplace.
Day two saw a trip to the Battle of Blood river where
the boys climbed over 60 odd Voortrekker wagons
and then to my intense suprise, they sat entranced
and watched one of the most biased videos I have
ever seen detailing the events of that fateful day. The
next two battles were Rorke’s Drift and Isandlwana.
The third mountain to be climbed was at Isandlwana
though I had not expected any of the boys to do it
and only their shouts attracted my attention where
I saw Philip van der Merwe, Mathew and others at
the top. The trip to Rorke’s Drift was made easier as
a new dirt road shortened the trip. Just as O’Neills’
cottage show the negative aspects of historical sites
in South Africa, the museum at Rorke’s Drift is
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O’Neill’s cottage which saw the end of the 1st Anglo Boer War.

Inside a re-creation of a Zulu kraal at Fort Amiel.

The laager at Blood River.
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the standard to live up to. This museum recounts
in great and graphic detail of how a force of just
over 100 British soldiers were able to keep a vastly
outnumbered force of around 4 000 Zulu warriors
at bay. With time running out we stopped off for a

On top of Fort Mistake, the first hill we had to climb.

All the History pupils who went on tour outside the
Zulu museum at Blood River.

lighting tour around a museum at Talana where coal
mining, glass production and life during the early
20th century was detailed. We finished off the day
back at the farmhouse with another braai and the
boys amusing themselves playing cards and trying
to find outlets to recharge their cell phones.
Day three saw a number of pit stops in Ladysmith,
one of the three towns besieged during the Second
Anglo-Boer war. It was only fitting therefore that we
stopped at the museum which detailed the events
during the siege. A quick stop to a church that was hit
by a dud shell during the war was unfortunately not
possible due to it being locked and surrounded by a
new 1.8 metre fence. A sad reminder of the increasing
levels of crime in the country. Our last mountain,
Spioenkop, was ascended in the combi and ended the
tour with a grim reminder of the gruesome nature of
war. The mountain top providing an eerie setting for
he memorial. The naming of two of the new Corvettes
commissioned by the South African Navy after
Isandlwana and Spioenkop show the importance of
these battles in the history of our country.
The three days are always exhausting yet highly
enlightening and renew my interest in the subject.
This year it was definitely made easier with the
driving being shared between Mr de Kock and
myself, thanks must also be given to Mr de Kock who
spent many hours in the planning and organising
of a number of aspects of the tour. While the boys
no doubt appreciate the effort and input into these
tours it is disappointing to note their failure to
communicate this.
Christian Fowler

Hill number three that we climbed. The whitewashed cairns are burial sites of British soldiers.
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Presidential Classroom

The boys from PBHS who were part of the Presidential Classroom experience in Washington DC during 2006.
L–R: Grant Stephens; Tristan Bagshaw and Edward Naicker.
Inset: Nateen Wagiet.
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